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The Square Kilometre
Array (SKA): Scanning
the Skies for Life Where it Began, Where
Else it Exists, and What
it Signifies

to the moment right after the Big Bang, when Stars and galaxies were
JUSt emerging fro m the legendary ~pri mordial .soup" and bri nging
the fi rst glimmers of light to an evolving Un i verse~ If all goes as
planned. we will in fact have such a telescope, and it will experience
"'fi rs t light" or perhaps more accurately, ~ firs t signal," as early as
201 6. And , when it docs, it will bri ng us to the threshold of nOt only
a bra nd- new chapter in the understanding of the Universe we live in ,
but quile possibly significantl y closer to the ultimate soul-searching
questio n that has been ash-d by every human being who has walked
the rerra fi rma of this planet - why are we here?

by Maurten A'Kt1 Nadin. T/;u1Uur &) unm (11I11ndi,,@shaw,ca)
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umerous poelS ha\'c waxed philosophical about lime - that
elusive and fragile rhread that connects all our li ves and th e
lives of every creature Ihal has walked on this pale blue dot
thal we cnll home. 'nme - th ere is never eno ugh of it, or sometimes
(here is too much of it, but no maner how you look at it - it's all
about l ime. And, as m ost physicists can tell you , it's also about space.
because Ihey are eternally connected as Einstein revealed to us in
his theory of general rdativiry (19 15). The pre mise is compla and
difficult !O grasp for those o f us not hard-wired for science. But,
popular cultu re and numerous science-fi ction movics featuring space
travellers returning home wi thout ha ving experienced the same
ravages of age as their earthbound counterpartS, subliminally at least,
helped us appreciate that there is a connection.
One of the Illost myste rious and compelling facts I learned
when J fi rst delved into amateur astronomy is that the sta rlight we
see in our eanhly skies actually left its source hundreds. thousands,
or e\'en millions of years in the pasl. That light we see with our
naked eyes has travelled fa r through ti me. Stargazing is a lesson in
history as .,.,'CII as in science. It is both overwhelming and hum bling
to consider what we might learn if we had the capacity to look back
to the beginnings of our Unh'ersc - about the cosmos, the billions
of galaxies, the other wo rlds that spi n silently across vast dista nces,
and , more importantly, our place in that Universe. What if we had a
telescope large and powerful enough to look back in time and space
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In 1994, Dr. Russ Taylor, Professor of Physics and Am ophysic.s at
the University of Calgary and Director of the Insritute for Space
Imaging Science, chaned the fumre course of Canadian radio
ast ronomy leading to our involvement in the Square Kilometre
Array (S KA ). In 2000, hc spearheaded the Memora nd um of
Understanding to establish the Intcrnational Square Kilometre
Arra y Stccring Committee (ISSC), which included personnel from
11 different countries (s ubscquclltly expanded to 20 participating
countries through further agreements and structural changes).
Canada has been involved from very carlyon in the SKA, a p rojec t
bi lled as thc radio telescope for the 2 1st ccntu ry, and {he instrument
of a majo r revolution in astro no my.
The SKA will push the boundaries of radio ast ronomy
by "marrying~ tile power and capability of new and exciting
developmems in radio-frequency technology with ad va ncements
in information and communication technologies. By combining
leading-edge technologies and ha rnessing the efforts of teams of
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professional scientists, engineers, and t<.'Chnicians from various
countries, it will turn on one extremely focused ~eye on the sky~ for
the global community. We will be able to look furthe r out into the
radio Universe than ever before, with the largest, most S<!lIsitivc radio
telescope in the world. In common with many modern "big science"
astrono my projeclS, the inte.rnational nature of the SKA symbolizes
unity in a common goal to discover our cosmic roots.
The inclusive international flavour of the project cannot
be overemphasi7£<l; today it is a highly evolved collaborntive
programme, II trend that is SCt to continue. Guided by the SKA
Science and Engi neering Committee (SSEC), tile present successor
to the ISSC, the project combines the talems and dedication of
scientists and researchers ' from numerous countries including
Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, C hina, Frnnce, Germany,
India, Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Ponugal, Russia,
South Africa, Spai n, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United
Stues. The international team is supported by a number of working
groups that arc interested in the full spectrum ofis$uCS that the SKA
will cxplore, ntany of which are described as ~ key science projeclS~
in the SKA Science Case Book. Nor have the immediate and longrange social intpacu of the SKA on the communhies in which it
may eventually operate been neglcCled. Some of the initial'ives in
that regard have been ground breaking in their own right, and could
serve as models for other hig science projects, particularly those sit<.-d
in disadvantaged communities.
BUI before we look at some of the things th:u the SKA will be
able to do, it is important 10 appreciate how the arrny actually works,
and the science and engi neering that make it possible.
In its basks, a mdio telescope works much like a classic
renecling telescope. The collecror, which typically can be a parabolic
dish, funclions like a primary mirror, gatheri ng electromagnetic
radiation (light waves in the case of the reflector, radio waves
in that of the rndio telescope). The form of Ihe dish focuses the
clecuomagnetic rndiation onto an antenna, the equi valent of the
refh.'Cto r's secondary mirror. 'nle receiver amplifies and converts [he
radio waves to electrical signals, and can be thoughl of as somewhat
analogous to the renectOr's eyepiece and filter. The detector works
like the eye or a CeD chip, enabling the electromagnetic radiation
to be recorded, and the recorderlanalyt..er fulfils some of the tasks
of the astronomer's brain at the end of the reflector's eyepiece,
remembering and analyzing the data.
'file promise and possibility ofSKA data reshaping our view of
the cosmoS owes everything to the recem course of radio astronomy.
When conjuring up celestial images of distant galaxies and colourful
nebulae, the public usually thi nks only of oplical telescopes,
such as (he legendary HI/bbft: SpRce J~kJ("opt: (HST), but many
of the most drnlllatic discoveries of 20th-century astronomy were
won in the realm of the radio region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
A striking and well-known example is the Crab Nebula (M 1, NGC
1952), a mass of dust and luminous gaseous filamentS produced by
the supernova of AD 1054, and a favouri te of astrophotogrn phers. It
is also the site of the neutron star idemified as the Crab Pulsar (PSR
80531+21), initially idemined th rough rndio observation, and the
fiTS! such object to be connected with a supernova rcmnant. Viewing
radio frequencies also allows aSt ronomers to penetrate cosmic dust,
and peer into areas of the Universe opaque at visible wavelengths and
formerly shrouded in mystery - localities such as the centre of our
galaxy (Burke & Graham-Smith 2009, 2 16-220), and those veiled
cosmic nurseries where stars and planets are born, such as the iconic
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~ Pillars ofCrcation~

in the E.agle Nebula (MI 6, NGC 6611; Pound

& f(;me el al. 2005).

The SKA should prove a very powerful and flexible engine
of discovery. II will have a colk'Cting area of approximately one square
kilometre (hence the telescope's name), with the SKA central region
to conrain about 50 percem of the. rotal collecting area. \Vhen used
in its ~apert ure synthesis" mode, in which the signals from S<!parate
amennae will produce images Ihat have the angular resolution of
an inStrument the combined size of the emire collection, it will
boast a diameter equal to the largcst alltenna separation - at least
3000 km. 11le army of antennae, resembling the ubiquitous sarellite
dishes that arc such a fa miliar sight in our technological society,
will be in the thousands. As planned, it will dwarf other yet-to-becom pleted projects. The SETI Institute and the UC Berkdey Radio
Astronomy Laboratory (RAL),s Allen Tdescope Array, an impressive
undertaking in its own right, and an important ~s tepping Stone" and
developmemal tool towards the SKA, will consist or 350 anten nae
with a collecting area of 10,000 m l upo n completion.
The SKA will enjoy a very large field of vit'W (FO Y) with a
goal at frequencies below 1 GHz of 200 square degrees, and of more
than 1 square degrt:e (about 5 full Moons) at higher rrequencies. The
survey speed of the instrument will be rapid at present-day scale,
inno\'atively e!Tected by the use of Focal Plane Arrays using phasedarray technology to provide multiple FOVs. 1his technology will
also make i, possible for multiple users to observe different pieces or
the sky simultaneously.
l1le SKA has the potential to look back in time to those eventS
that occurred shortly (rela tively speaking) after the Big Bang, when
the Universe comained no lighl save for the faint glow left over
from the Big Bang - aptly referred l'O as the Dark Ages by Big Bang
cosmologists.
'fhe SKA Science Case information bookletdescribcs the project
as a "discovery machine~ but it is also a "questioning m:tchine." And,
the (Iuesrions that it will ask are not small and they arc nOt easy: What
happened after the Big Bang and before the firsl stars and galaxies
form<.-d? \Vhich came first, stars or galaxies? \Vhat is the mysterious
da rk energy? How arc galaxies born and how do they evolve? In
particular, the SKA wi ll measure the amount of hyd rogen, nature's
most abunda nt and fundamental elemelll, present in various galaxies
across lime, and this will help sciemislS determine the geometry of
the Universe. 'Ihe SKA Science Case tells us that this in turn will
test "whether dark energy is a vacuum energy or something more
exotic like evidence of a genuinely new physics of eXira dimensions."
For most of us, these arc very powerful concepts, usually confined
to the realm of science-fi ction movies and books. Dark energy and
alternate dimensions are heady abstrnctions; although we might be
able to imagine the existence of anodler dimension, arc we able to
absorb the ramifications of such a discovery in terms of our own
exisrence? The SKA will take us into new frontiers in more ways than
JUSt the hard science.
The SKA may even possibly address fundamen tal epistemological
questions about how we do science, questions such as: Can we
predict everything in tile Universe on the basis of what we already
know now? The SKA Science Case reminds us that, considering that
the SKA's most productive years will be in the period rrom 2020 to
2050 and beyond, its primary users have yet ro be born. And. the
questio ns, aspirations, and searches that will propcltheir research are
not yet known and may well be inspired by some of the early data
that SKA reveals in the years from 2016 to 2020.
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In the course of the SKA's ongoing scientific programme, its
innovations in astronomy may p01enlially trigger responses in areas
such as philosophy, spirituality, and religion. Perhaps these may even
touch on questions such as: Who arc we, how did we get here, and
what is our purpose?
As I wrestled with the possible broader effects of [he SKA'~
scientific programme, I was fortunate to be able to speak with Prof
Russ Taylor and gain his perspective 011 the intersections of science
and philosophy.
"By charting a complete history of time, we will hope to
undersrand whether the rise of life was encoded in the evelH thar
created me Universc,~ he paticndy explained, "Is the world as we
know it logically necessary as Ihe 'result of Ihe initial conditions of rhe
Big Bang or was it an accident? In other words, was life nece.~sary?~
Or, as a philosopher pondering the same question from a more
metaphysical perspective might ask - nOt so much as to whether life
was necessary, but if it wasn't "accidental" in scientific tetms, does if
have a larger purpose or, indt:ed, does it have any purpose at all? Or,
are we merely a random event?
Such metaphysical questions arising out of an astronomical
research programme may potentially have a major impact on
countles.~ concepts thar give rise to many of the world's major
rel igions and philusophies.
Prof. Taylor is well awart: of the depth of the questions that
the SKA will not only pose, but seek to answer. "The questions we
art: asking border on philosophical and religious questions that are
fundamental to understanding our place in the Universe. In probing
to the fur edges of the Un iverse, we arc really asking questions about
ourselves."
The SKA could also provide us with long-sought-after answers
abour the existence of other intell igent life. The sensitivity of tht:
array is such that it could deteer signals as weak as the "radiation
leakage that seeps from our planet daily as the result of the use of
such everyday devices as cdl phones, TV transm itters, and radar.
TIle discovery of similar signals emanating from a planet orbiting
another star wou ld be whar lhe SKA project describes as "a profound
moment for humanity." The presence of such a signal, could, for the
first time in our human history, lead us ro reasonably conclude thar
we are /lot alone.
I n the last 15 }'ears, over 500 extrasolar planets have been
detected . What if an intelligent, purposeful signal is detected by the
SKA emanating from an Earth analogue? Such a discovery could
borh comfort and terrify us. For mOSt of us, I would speculate, it
would be something in between, but there is probably hardly a soul
who would be unaffected . As we grow closer to the launch of what
prom ises to be one of the mOSt exciting and dramatic scientific
undenakings of the 21st century, there is indeed much to ponder.
The SKA will bring together Some of the fi nest scientific minds of
our planer, and we can be proud that Canada and the University of
Calgary are taking a lead role. It is expected to be complete and full}'
functional in 2020, although Prof Taylor tells me that Phase One
will be operational as early as 2016. The final site for the location
of the array will be seleCted by 201 I, and the twO potential host
counrries fo r rhe project. South Africa and Australia, arc currently
devdoping their sites and building protot),pes of the telesco pes.
Five years, relative to the span of human history, is seemingly
infinitesimal. Bur. in rhe rime from now until 20 16, the SKA could
be producing its "fi rst science." Those d iscoveries have the potentia l
to be truly transformational in ways that we would expect and in
H
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some that we can hardly imagine.
The science that the SKA reveals will also bring us on a human
journey that could challenge everything we have come to believe
ahour ourselves, and the nature of our existence. "10 paraphrase the
Norwegian poet Rolf Jacobsen : "If we go our far enough, we are
only at the beginning -of ourselves." With the SKA, we will become
time travellers. and like all intrepid pioneers, we must be prepared
for what we find. In looking back and reaching an understanding of
how our Universe and our planet were born, we may also come to
know why. 1hat revelation could potenrially shake the foundations
of many of our core belief systems. Arc we ready? •
Maurufl Argfl Nadill ha; been exploring uncharted territory in the
world offree/nllu writing since 2005, after a successfol28-yettr career
in tiN: Public Service. She has bUll filScinaud by lbe nighl skies since
s/)( IVa; a small child, and IVas first struck by the IVondtr ofspau mwel
when Sputnik wa; launcbed. Sbe is long-time member of ,Iu lbunder
Bay enure.
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